DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED LINGUISTICS
Minor Course Check List
(15-18 Hours)

1. Required courses. (9)  Satisfied
   a.) Lang 1002 Beginning Foreign Language II (3)  
      This requirement is waived if this course is required for your major, or you test out of it.
   b.) AL/ForL 3021 Introduction to Linguistics (3)*  
      Take this course first, as it is a prerequisite for the others.
   c.) AL/ForL 3031 Language in Society - CTW (3)  
      This course has a registration hold. Send your Panther ID# to Dr. Kris Acheson-Clair at kclair@gsu.edu to have it removed.

2. Select one language theory course. (3)
   AL/ForL 3041 Intr to Second Lang. Acquisition (3)*  
   AL/ForL 4131 Bilingualism (3)

3. Select one language analysis course. (3)
   AL/ForL 4011 Phonetics & Phonology (3)  
   AL/ForL 4012 Morphology & Syntax (3)

4. Select one additional course. (3): Choose from remaining courses above under 2 and 3, or from the following list:
   AL 3051 TEFL I: Methods/Approaches (3)*  
   AL 3101 Grammar in Use (3)*  
   AL/ForL 4111 Semantics and Pragmatics (3)  
   AL/ForL 4121 Historical Linguistics (3)  
   AL/ForL 4131 Bilingualism (3)  
   AL/ForL 4141 Special Topics (3)  
   AL/ForL 4151 Comm. across Cultures - CTW (3)  
   AL 4161 TEFL II: Practicum/Classroom Practices (3)*  
   AL 4980 Internship (3) COMING SOON  
   AL 4999 Directed Reading (3)

NOTE: If you would like to earn the TEFL certificate, you need to take all 5 of the courses marked with an asterisk (*). Only 3 of these courses count towards your minor, however.